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Introduction
Our examiners’ reports are produced to offer constructive feedback on candidates’ performance in the
examinations. They provide useful guidance for future candidates. The reports will include a general
commentary on candidates’ performance, identify technical aspects examined in the questions and
highlight good performance and where performance could be improved. The reports will also explain
aspects which caused difficulty and why the difficulties arose, whether through a lack of knowledge, poor
examination technique, or any other identifiable and explainable reason.
Where overall performance on a question/question part was considered good, with no particular areas to
highlight, these questions have not been included in the report. A full copy of the question paper can be
downloaded from OCR.
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Paper Y220/01 series overview
Overall, more candidates attempted Q2(a) and 2(b). However, a significant number still attempted
Question One. The general standard of written communication and general deployment of specific
knowledge was relatively high. Terms like Transformismo, Irredenta, and ONB being accurately used;
there was also a high degree of accuracy surrounding key individuals like Giolitti and Matteotti, with
higher attaining candidates also using individuals like Nitti, Crispi and Salandra with alacrity. All
candidates attempted the correct combination and questions and were able to respond to both parts.

Question 1 (a)

This 10 mark question was commonly answered to a high standard. Candidates were able to describe a
range of effects from World War I on Italy, and also explain how they caused instability. Only in a few
instances was the information relayed limited. Responses mostly focused on the impact of the mutilated
victory, the disastrous Battle of Caporetto, and the growth of radicalism, socialist and nationalist, in
response to the exigencies of war. D’Annunzio and the occupation of Fiume and the failure to make
specific land gains were reasons for nationalist unrest, and the widening class inequality, a consequence
of conscription, inflation and profiteering, illuminated how the Great War galvanised the post-war socialist
menace. Mussolini was also dealt with well, candidates were able to argue that the violent methods of
the squadristi caused instability, alongside the destruction of socialist property, like the offices of Avanti!
and the murder of Matteotti. Mussolini was evaluated effectively; some candidates argued he was
actually a force for stability. These responses developed arguments that cited the end to the chaos of
transformismo, and an end to the socialist malcontent expressed in Biennio Rosso, alongside the fact
that Mussolini ruled Italy from 1922 to 1943.
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Exemplar 1
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Exemplar 1 is a response that shows a clear understanding of both factors. The level of knowledge is
accurate and detailed, and this is used to create a valid judgement. The candidate is able to convey the
impact of both factors and relate these to stability in the time period required. Hence, the demands of the
question are well met.
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Question 1 (b)

The question required a judgement on the extent of success. To access Level 5 or above, it was
necessary for candidates to offer a counter-argument regarding successes or failures as well as a
substantiated judgement. In a few cases, only successes or failures were discussed. These responses
were rare and usually limited in the level of supporting knowledge; such partial analysis resulted in Level
3 responses. However, candidates could access Level 4 where knowledge was accurate but arguments
were one-sided. It was common for candidates to write about the failures surrounding the competition
between Catholic Action and the ONB, and the opposition to anti-Semitic policy in the later 1930s.
Successful policies were cited as the Lateran Treaty and social reform that supported Catholic views on
divorce, marriage and contraception. One area that caused some drift was the response that cited
foreign policy. This usually had limited links to the Church and drifted form the focus of the question, i.e.
Mussolini’s policy towards the Church. There were some very good judgements, often highlighting the
limitations Mussolini faced, and explaining specific turning points when relationships soured. The most
common being the increased anti-Semitism in the late 1930s, a consequence of the relationship between
Germany and Italy. In terms of analysis, responses often highlighted the significance of Mussolini’s
successes was healing the rift that had not really been addressed, between Church and State, since the
Risorgimento.

Exemplar 2
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Exemplar 2 is a very limited and generalised response. The candidate does not accurately address the
question. There is limited illustration and no real engagement with actual policies towards the Church.
The candidate attempts to link foreign policy to Church concerns but the link is tenuous and exemplifies
the limited question awareness.
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Question 2 (a)

Britain or Germany were both commonly selected as being the main obstacle to Mussolini’s foreign
policy and there was relevant knowledge in support. The involvement of Britain often centred on the
invasion of Corfu in 1923, the sanctions imposed on Italy during the Abyssinian Crisis, and to a lesser
extent, the impact of the British campaigns in Africa and Sicily. In a few cases candidates argued that
Locarno, Stresa and even Munich, were not obstacles, a consequence of the impact on elevating
Mussolini’s status and profile as an international statesman. More limited responses did not explain the
role of Britain acting as an obstacle and how it hindered, or did not hinder Italian foreign policy. In these
instances, the responses were largely illustrative. Answers on Germany usually referenced the initial
attempt at Anschluss in 1934, and also the Spanish Civil War, the Rome-Berlin Axis and the increasingly
junior role Mussolini had in deciding the outcomes for Italy. The best explanations focused on how the
latter stages of Mussolini’s foreign policy were a disaster due to involvement in World War II, Mussolini
dragged into a conflict that the economy could not sustain. However, there was a lack of focus on this.
No set answer is required, providing the information used is relevant and supports the arguments made.
However, judgements did not always evaluate the negative impact on Italy’s foreign policy due to the
involvement in war. Good judgements made the link between German pressures and how this
interrupted Mussolini’s desired course of action, eventually resulting in his removal and later, death.

Exemplar 3
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The response is given Level 1 as there is no valid treatment of Britain as an obstacle to Mussolini’s
foreign policy. The second factor is dealt with more effectively, but this degree of analysis here is still
very limited. Consequently, a failure to accurately address a factor means that there is no analysis of
both factors, so Level 2 cannot be achieved. The response clearly demonstrates the importance of
accurate knowledge in order to understand both factors and deploy relevant information to meet the
demands of the question.
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Question 2 (b)

This response always identified a sufficient number of factors to create a breadth of analysis. The factors
affecting stability identified as; the North-South divide, transformismo, entry into World War I, the growth
of socialism and nationalism, Giolitti’s social and political reforms, and conflict between the Church and
liberal governing apparatus. A limiting factor was the lack of consideration of ‘How far…’ Italy became
more divided. It was common for responses to solely focus on causes of division and pay no attention to
causes of unity. For an effective, substantiated judgement (Level 5 and above), the response demanded
an appreciation of at least one factor that caused cohesion, in some depth. In few cases, candidates
attempted to evaluate the causes of division, arguing which one was more significant. This missed the
demands of the question, essentially requiring a judgement on how divided Italy was, rather than what
was the most significant cause of the division. However, the quality of specific, supporting knowledge
was often detailed and relevant. Candidates sometimes chose to analyse relevant factors in terms of
social, political and economic classification. All responses argued that there was a greater degree of
division during the years 1896 to 1915, fewer candidates identified and developed a specific reason why,
even fewer also showed some appreciation of at least one factor that generated some unity, to reach a
valid judgement. Occasionally, responses went beyond 1915 and looked at the impact of World War I, in
terms of Caporetto, Vittorio Veneto, and the mutilated victory. This was not credited as it went beyond
the demands of the question.

Exemplar 4
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This response consistently focuses on the question of division but importantly there is some developed
analysis of causes for cohesion. An appreciation of factors creating division and factors creating unity
was necessary for Level 5 and above, to meet the demands of the question of how far Italy was a
divided country. The application of accurate and detailed knowledge is evident throughout, and there is a
clear line of reasoning to create an organised and clearly communicated address of the question.
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